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Fig. 1. CourseViewer’s main user interface: (a) subjects, prerequisites and academic terms; (b) information about academic terms; (c) options for choosing
courses and adding subjects; (d) options for managing academic terms.

Abstract—Students, lecturers and coordinators of undergrad-
uate courses need to frequently access information about their
courses, such as credits and prerequisites, and about student
transcripts. A prototype called CourseViewer uses interactive
graphs for representing these data. It enables users to do an
overview analysis of courses and transcripts, to move subjects
from an academic term to other (e.g., in order to plan future
academic terms) and to observe the impact of a subject as a
prerequisite for other subjects. However, the usefulness of this
software was not evaluated. Therefore, this work presents case
studies and heuristic evaluations that aims to discuss utility and
usability issues of this software and of its visual mappings, which
would be of interest for similar applications.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Students, lecturers and coordinators of undergraduate
courses (a.k.a. undergraduate degree programs) frequently
need information about their courses and also about student
transcripts (a.k.a. academic records). A course contains a list
of subjects, where a subject (or module) is a series of lessons
in a particular subject. A course defines characteristics such
as: subjects that a student must attend in order to accomplish
his course (mandatory subjects); elective subjects; total hours
(or course credits) and detailed description for each subject;
maximum subject hours per academic term; suggested distribu-
tion of subjects in academic terms; and prerequisites for each
subject. A student transcript, in turn, registers subjects attended
by a student, and grade and situation regarding to each of
these subjects. Therefore, course characteristics and student
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transcripts must be correctly understood in order to facilitate
tasks of students (such as registering for subjects and planning
next semesters), lecturers (such as discovering the knowledge
that the students should have acquired from previous subjects
and how a subject impacts future ones) and coordinators
(such as discussing changes at course subjects and supervising
students when they are registering for subjects).

A prototype called CourseViewer [1][2][3][4] provides
graphical and interactive representation of courses and tran-
scripts, which aims to help users to deal with these situa-
tions. It uses directed acyclic graphs represented by node-
link diagrams for presenting subjects of a course and their
prerequisites, in order to give a concise overview to users.
They may add or remove subjects at this graph and may also
move subjects to other academic terms. Therefore, it aims to
ease the analysis of situations such as: implications of not
passing a subject; possible overload of subjects at following
terms; or even the identification of long prerequisite chains
which would be an obstacle for students to complete their
course within the suggested number of terms.

Previous work on CourseViewer [1] published prototype’s
requirements and implementation details. In this paper, we
summarize that material (given that previous work was avail-
able only in Portuguese) and present a global evaluation
of its interface, based on Human Computer Interaction and
Information Visualization heuristics[5][6]. We also present
case studies that aims to convince readers about the utility
of this software.

The paper is organized as follows. Section II presents related
work. Section III presents the developed prototype, which
represents courses and transcripts from a specific university.
Section IV points out results of evaluations based on heuristics.
Section V concludes this paper and presents future works.

II. RELATED WORK

This section presents the resources available for accessing
information about subjects at University of Campinas (Brazil)
and other commercial systems related to this theme. Some of
these resources are available only for coordinators; other re-
sources may be accessed by the three user profiles considered
in this context work: coordinators, lecturers and students. This
section briefly presents these resources and also three related
software.

In University of Campinas, a first resource to be consulted
is the Academic Board’s site [7]. It contains annual catalogs
of undergraduate courses offered at this university, which are
publicly available. Other resource available for accessing in-
formation about subjects is the Academic Management System
(”Sistema de Gerenciamento Acadêmico”), a system available
only for coordinators, secretaries and Academic Board’s em-
ployees. A third available resource is a subject schedule for a
current term (”Caderno de Horários”), which contains subjects
and respective lecturers, day of week, location and detailed
description. All data presented by these three resources have
an interface which uses only text for linking a subject to
other related ones. Therefore, one must search through lots

of screens and pages in order to understand the importance
of each subject for the whole course, and to identify critical
paths among the subjects of a course, for example.

We found three systems related to this context: GDE,
OVeterano and Ellucian. GDE [8] is a system proposed by
University of Campinas’ students as an approach for graphi-
cally representing subjects and prerequisites of a course and
graphical versions of student transcripts at this university. It
presents subjects and their prerequisites as a layered graph.
However, the system’s interactivity is reduced: although users
may observe the relationship among subjects, they may not
move subjects to other terms or define which elective subjects
they want to attend, which makes it not able to help students
to plan future semesters. GDE authors also do not care
with edge crossing problem, which may be an obstacle for
understanding the proposed graphs. Students may also use
GDE for evaluating lecturers and subjects. Besides, GDE is
available only for students [9].

Outside University of Campinas, we found two resources
to this theme. The site OVeterano [10] is a resource that
enables students to plan for what subjects they will register
in an academic term. Students may filter available subjects
by time, course, lecturer, department and/or campus. The site
also stores comments about subjects, lecturers, and subjects’
documents (such as exercises) of a specific university. How-
ever, the authors seem to be not worried about representing
prerequisites or providing an overview of a course.

Ellucian Degree Works [11] is an educational software
where users may plan their courses. We highlight two modules
of this software: Student Educational Planner, which enable
users to plan their semesters; and What-If, which enables a
student to analyze what happens if he was transferred to other
course.

III. COURSEVIEWER

This section describes the developed prototype. It presents
CourseViewer requirements and the system architecture, and
summarizes our previous work [1].

A. Requirements and functions

As presented, connecting important information and under-
standing its meaning are the users’ most frequent difficulties.
Therefore, the main requirement of the tool is to enable users
to use interactive graphs, as proposed by the InfoVis area,
in order to surpass these difficulties. These graphs aim to
allow users (students, lecturers or coordinators) to see relations
and dependencies between subjects, so that they may perceive
prerequisites, the influence of a subject over other subjects,
and the progress of a student in his course.

Considering that the dataset’s predominant topology is a
DAG, node-link diagrams were the visual structure defined to
represent it. In the visual mapping adopted for this diagram,
each node is indicated by a rounded rectangle and represents
a subject; and each directed edge indicates that its tail subject
is a prerequisite of its head subject. The vertical position of
each node (in other words, the layer in the DAG to which the



node belongs) indicates its respective academic term, creating
a temporal vertical axis in the graph; therefore, using specific
algorithms for positioning the nodes in layers is not necessary
in this context. The nodes’ horizontal positions are calculated
by Barycentric Heuristic and Layer-by-Layer Sweep [12] in
order to minimize the number of crossing edges. Fig. 1a
exemplifies how the prototype presents a course diagram.

Two values are presented beside each academic term’s layer:
its number of credits and a value called Progression Coeffi-
cient (”Coeficiente de Progressão”, or ”CP”, in Portuguese)
(Fig. 1b). A CP value of an academic term represents the
ratio between the number of credits (since the beginning of a
course until this term) and course’s total amount of credits. In
transcripts, CP only counts credits of subjects that the student
has passed. This proposed visual mapping includes also other
graphical features. The size of a node represent subject’s
amount of credits. The background color of a node represents
subject type: blue for mandatory subjects, and yellow for
elective ones. A red background color represents eventual
incorrect orders of subjects through the academic terms. If
the foreground color of a node is red, there are missing
prerequisites for that subject in the visual representation.

Given that interactivity is an essential part of most visualiza-
tions, CourseViewer uses the concept of responsive interaction.
Users could manipulate the visual representation of a course
and its underlying data by adding and removing subjects,
dragging subjects between academic terms and also adding and
removing terms (Fig. 1d). Users can also choose a course from
a given year, by means of available selection lists (Fig. 1c).
All these interactions provide a fast feedback for users.

When passing the mouse cursor on a subject, a user
may highlight all the subjects related to it by prerequisites
(Fig. 2a). This way, a user can verify what are all the direct
and indirect prerequisites of the selected subject, and yet
if it is a direct or indirect prerequisite of some subject.
Furthermore, it is also possible to find out the importance
of this subject for the course. In Fig. 2a’s example, a user
positioned the cursor on the subject ST364 (Data Structures
subject). The subjects TT103 (Programming Language I) and
ST263 (Laboratory of Programming Language I), highlighted
in green, are its prerequisites (ST263 is a direct prerequisite
and TT103 an indirect one). ST364, in turn, is directly or
indirectly a prerequisite of ST562 (File Structures) and 6
other subjects that are also highlighted. A double-click on a
node (or, alternatively, accessing a context menu) enable users
to get detailed information about the subject it represents;
the prototype shows subject information in a new window,
such as name, code, offering academic term and summary.
An expanded version of this detail window (Fig. 2b) shows
also the amount of practical, lecture, non-attendance and
orientation subject’s hours provided.

Lastly, besides being able to display a diagram referring to
a specific course, the user can also load in the prototype a stu-
dent’s transcript. Thus, students can plan their next academic
terms, considering the subjects already taken. In this case,
CourseViewer presents past terms with a gray background,

and future ones (which may be interactively added by the user)
with a white background. It also does not enable to do any
modification on past subjects.

B. System architecture

The prototype was developed in Java and has three modules.
The first one represents academic terms and their subjects as
a node-link diagram, as already explained at this paper. It
uses the Prefuse framework [13] for creating the interactive
visual representation of this diagram. Fig. 2a presents the part
of the prototype created through this framework. The set of
subjects and its distribution on academic terms is provided
either by the distribution suggested by a given course, or by
a student transcript. The prototype has text files containing
that distribution, which was previously obtained from the
Academic Board’s site. Besides, the prototype may process
a student transcript only if it is a text file; therefore, a user
must previously obtain a transcript from Academic Board’s
site and save it as a text file.

A second module changes the diagram according to user
events. If the option ”Automatically Organize” (”Organizar
automaticamente”, in Portuguese) (Fig. 1c) is selected, the
Layer-by-Layer Sweep algorithm is executed whenever user
changes the set of subjects or their position. This algorithm
is combined with Barycentric Heuristic, and aims to reduce
the number of edge crossings. It was implemented inside a
DAG layout subject, which was created for CourseViewer and
derives from a Prefuse’s layout subject.

The last module obtains detailed information of a subject,
and presents it on demand to users (Fig. 2b). Details about
all subjects of the courses represented by CourseViewer are
stored in the prototype as a text file, and were also previously
downloaded from the Academic Board’s site.

IV. PROTOTYPE EVALUATION

This section presents the contribution of this paper by means
of case studies and heuristic evaluation.

A. Case Studies

We present four scenarios that we suppose to represent some
real situations of the three user profiles to whom this prototype
was implemented.

Registering for subjects: In order to registering for subjects
of a new academic term, a student needs to get information
about which mandatory or elective subjects of his course he
is able to attend. In order to accomplish this task, this student
may open a course in CourseViewer to get information about
it, and thus verify in the visual representation of his course
which subjects he should attend in the next term.

For example, a student registering for 3rd semester subjects
may see all subjects belonging to this semester, as presented
in Fig. 2a. In the same representation, he can verify that
there are subjects suggested for future semesters but that he
may attend in the next one; examples are subjects without
prerequisites (e.g. TT601, 6th semester), or subjects whose
prerequisites were attended at the 2nd semester (e.g. ST766,



(a) subjects directly or indirectly linked to a selected subject. (b) Details about a subject.

Fig. 2. CourseViewer in action.

6th semester). In order to plan his next semester, he may drag
a node (subject) from other semesters to this one. System
changes the background color of a subject to red or shows
an error message if some problem happens at this operation.

The student may also load his transcript for obtaining
specific information about which subjects he is able to at-
tend and which subjects he already attended. Transcripts and
courses have similar visual representation. In the example
of Fig. 3, a gray background represents past (and therefore
unchangeable) semesters. Transcripts and courses have similar
visual representation. User may insert mandatory and elective
subjects in future semesters in order to plan them. He may also
append new empty semesters to his transcript if necessary.

Exchange student: A student that comes back from an
exchange program may find difficulties to know in which
subjects he should register for. In the case of a 1-year program,
these difficulties are smaller, because the same subjects from 1
year ago will probably be available again. However, if he stays
out a half year, there is a concern about which subjects will
be available among those he may register for. This happens
because some subjects are offered only in the first semester
of the year, while others are offered only in the second one.
Aiming to assist this student in exchanging-related situations,
CourseViewer enable him to analyze the subjects for which
he would register in his institution (if he would not go to the
exchange program) in order to compare then with the ones he
pretends to register for in the exchange program.

He may also plan the subjects that he will attend after the
program. As an example, suppose a student that wants to do
an exchange program at his 4th semester, whose subjects are
highlighted at Fig. 4a. The student drags some subjects to 5th

semester and some others (offered only in even semesters) to
6th one (Fig. 4b). However, the software indicates a lot of
red subjects (i.e., subjects with unattended prerequisites) that
must also be moved to other semesters. Fig. 4c presents a final
configuration of the student plan.

Understanding chains of prerequisites: A lecturer must
know how a subject may impact future subjects, and how it
may be impacted by other ones. In the example of Fig. 2a,
a lecturer who teaches subject ST364 may see that students
passed mandatory subjects TT103 and ST263 (they are high-
lighted in previous semesters), and therefore should know
contents about these subjects. Besides, he may see that the
concepts his students will learn in ST364 may impact other
subjects, such as ST562.

Reorganizing a course: Coordinators may be interested on
analyzing a course for many reasons, such as changing the
number of credits from an academic term or studying how
many years would be ideal for this course. Accomplishing this
involves to rearrange subjects of a course, i.e., moving them to
distinct academic terms. In CourseViewer, coordinators may
visualize all subjects allocated for the academic terms of a
course, drag specific subjects for other terms and analyze the
changes, which may impact the number of credits per term
and may cause problems related to prerequisites. Besides, he
may save the new format of this course.

B. Heuristic Evaluation

We inspected HCI and InfoVis problems that should im-
pact the use of this prototype. Four evaluators executed an
heuristic evaluation based on two heuristic sets: the Nielsen’s
ten usability heuristics [5], focused on HCI aspects; and the
ten InfoVis heuristics provided by Forsell and Johanson [6].
Three evaluators are undergraduate students with few evalua-
tion experience; one evaluator is a domain expert. In order
to enhance problem detection, two evaluators started with
Nielsen’s heuristics, and in a second moment used Forsell
and Johanson’s ones; and the two other evaluators did the
opposite. Three evaluators have low experience with heuristic
evaluation. All of them used Forsell and Johanson’s heuristics
by the first time; therefore, the team prepared an auxiliary
material that gives more detail about these heuristics, following



Fig. 3. A transcript from a student currently on 9th semester, who is planning to register for subject ST865 in the 10th semester

TABLE I
ERRORS RELATED TO NIELSEN’S HEURISTICS.

Heuristics Errors
Visibility of system status 10
Match between system and the real world 23
User control and freedom 3
Consistency and standards 23
Error prevention 9
Recognition rather than recall 10
Flexibility and efficiency of use 3
Aesthetic and minimalist design 9
Help users recognize, diagnose, and recover from errors 3
Help and documentation 3

TABLE II
ERRORS RELATED TO FORSELL AND JOHANSON’S HEURISTICS.

Heuristics Errors
Information coding 15
Minimal actions 9
Flexibility 2
Orientation and help 5
Spatial organization 8
Consistency 18
Recognition rather than recall 6
Prompting 5
Remove the extraneous 8
Data set reduction 0

the literature indicated by those authors.
Tables I and II summarize the results of this evaluation,

which revealed a total of 84 problems, related to usability
issues, InfoVis criteria or both. These tables reveal that Cour-

seViewer has many opportunities for enhancing words and
expressions presented at user interface (23 errors related to
the heuristic ”Match between system and the real world”), and
also the visual mapping (15 errors related to the heuristic ”In-
formation coding”). Consistency is also an important concern
reported in both sets of heuristics (23 errors in Table I, and 18
errors in Table II). The reported problems will be addressed in
future versions of the prototype, according to their priorities.

It is worth to comment the experience of using both sets
of heuristics for evaluating the prototype. Using Forsell and
Johanson’s heuristics was not straightforward; the absence of
detailed definitions and examples of each heuristic hampered
the evaluation. Also, evaluators that used Nielsen’s heuristics
before Forsell and Johanson’s ones in our evaluation process
reported difficulties for observing errors related to this second
set of heuristics; an equivalent effect was not perceived by the
other evaluators. This fact suggests that the order of these sets
may influence error detection. We also perceived that many
errors rated as ”Information coding” (in Forsell and Johanson’s
heuristics) were also rated as ”Match between system and the
real world” (in Nielsen’s ones). These coincidences happened
when the visual mapping was not explained to the user, when
course names were extremely abbreviated, and when users
could not visually map important information about a subject,
such as student grades. Last but not least, each set of heuristics
revealed some errors that were not discovered by the other set.
This argument reinforces the complementarity between both



(a) Student highlights subjects from 4th semester.

(b) Student moves subjects to 5th and 6th semesters.

(c) Student reaches a plan without problems, but with 9 semesters.

Fig. 4. Using CourseViewer for exchanging-related situations.

sets.

V. CONCLUSION

This work presented case studies that show how Cour-
seViewer may be used for visual analysis of courses and
student transcripts. The adopted approach defines a visual
mapping based on using node-link diagrams of directed acyclic
graphs, node colors and sizes for representing data, responsive
interaction and direct manipulation for providing interaction
characteristics.

Heuristic evaluations reported errors about consistency, use
of words and expressions that are not familiar to users,

information coding and minimization of cognitive workload,
among others. Future versions of the software should address
these errors. The prototype evaluation will be complemented
by cognitive walkthrough and usability tests.

Besides, future versions should review the prototype archi-
tecture, in order to incorporate suggestions received along
evaluations. These suggestions include: integrating Course-
Viewer with Academic Board’s software, which could pro-
vide up-to-date information about courses and student tran-
scripts; including other types of academic terms (and not
just semesters); and enabling the use of the prototype by
other universities. Improvements on edge drawing (avoiding
the zigzag style) are also in our plans.
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